
SECURE YOUR

DATA
Engineering data exchange via

Internet portal

teamDAX

- You send and receive, and we do the rest -

Enthusiasm, lasting motivation and success.

Both with and for our customers
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AN INSIGHT
The automotive industry has always outsourced the development of automobiles to engineering service

providers. The processes between the partners are characterised by ever shorter development cycles,

increasing data volumes and cross-location cooperation. Therefore, the protection of "intellectual pro‐

perty" is becoming more and more important, and so is the secure and fast exchange of data between

the engineering service provider and the manufacturer.

AT A GLANCE
teamDAX is the ideal tool for cross-company collaboration and data exchange in the automotive in‐

dustry. The support of OFTP 1.4 and OFTP2, as well as the VDA recommendation 4951 ENGDAT of‐

fers you the possibility to exchange CAD data via a network node of HÜNGSBERG GmbH which can be

reached from the internet. This gives you access to the data exchange network of the German and Eu‐

ropean automotive supplier industry without having to invest in your own software solution. All you

need to use the access is an Internet connection and a browser. teamDAX is thus the simple and fast

way to ODETTE data exchange.

PERFORMANCE FEATURES

- A FAR-SIGHTED VIEW -
Inexpensive entry into data exchange

You don't know how long you will need the

data exchange solution, you only have a few

transfers or you simply don't want to have

anything to do with the administration of the

infrastructure, because all this causes high in‐

itial costs when you buy it? Then you can avoid

all this with our web service: you become

OFTP-capable at a reasonable price.

Service included

We monitor your data exchange and ensure

that your data reaches its destination. You

only send and receive, we take care of the rest.
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All "automotive" standards are covered

The standards required by the automotive industry for transmission via OFTP1/2 and ENX,

as well as ENGDAT and ENGPART functionality are comprehensively fulfilled.

Fastest availability and connection

With just a few pieces of information from you

and the set-up by us on the web server, you are

already OFTP-enabled. You can operate this

from anywhere in the world via the Internet.

OFTP connections already exist to most OEMs,

TIERS and a large number of suppliers.

Simply secure

SSL encryption between the guest computer

and the teamDAX gateway ensures secure data

traffic over the Internet.

Notification of successful file exchange

You will be informed by e-mail about successful transmission or when a file has been received for you.

Compression and decompression possible

At the request of your communication partners, files can be exchanged in archive formats, which can

optionally also be compressed. The processes are automated during sending and receiving.

Connecting small partners without a data exchange system

If you want to have all data exchange processes at a glance, you can connect business partners wi‐

thout an OFTP1/2 data exchange system. Data can be exchanged with these partners via a secure

HTTPS connection and is then available for further processing.

Enthusiasm, lasting motivation and success.

Both with and for our customers
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Product scenario

Enthusiasm, lasting motivation and success.

Both with and for our customers
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